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ABSTRACT The cognitive radio (CR) paradigm has the potential of improving the exploitation of the
electromagnetic spectrum by detecting instantaneously unoccupied spectrum slots allocated to primary
users (PUs). In order to support the process of spectrum reuse, we consider a CR scheme, which senses
and opportunistically accesses a PU’s spectrum for communication between a pair of nodes relying on the
stop-and-wait hybrid automatic repeat request (SW-HARQ) protocol. This arrangement is represented by the
cognitive SW-HARQ (CSW-HARQ), where the availability/unavailability of the PU’s channel is modeled
as a two-state Markov chain having OFF and ON states, respectively. Once the cognitive user (CU) finds
that the PU’s channel is available (i.e., in the OFF state), the CU transmits data over the PU channel’s
spectrum, while relying on the principles of SW-HARQ.We investigate both the throughput and the delay of
CSW-HARQ, with a special emphasis on the impact of the various system parameters involved in the
scenarios of both perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing. Furthermore, we analyze both the throughput
as well as the average packet delay and end-to-end packet delay of the CSW-HARQ system. We propose
a pair of analytical approaches: 1) the probability-based and 2) the discrete time Markov chain-based.
Closed-form expressions are derived for both the throughput and the delay under the perfect and imperfect
sensing environments that are validated by simulation. We demonstrate that the activity of PUs, the
transmission reliability of the CU, and the sensing environment have a significant impact on both the
throughput and the delay of the CR system.
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INDEX TERMS Cognitive radio, primary users, stop-and-wait, HARQ, DTMC, spectrum sensing, imperfect
sensing, transmission reliability, throughput, delay, PMF.
LIST OF ACRONYMS20
AQ:1
ACK Positive Acknowledgement
ARQ Automatic Repeat ReQuest
CD Correct-detection
CGBN Cognitive Go-Back-N
CR Cognitive Radio
CSW Cognitive Stop and Wait
CU Cognitive User
DTMC Discrete Time Markov Chain
FA False-alarm
FEC Forward Error Correction21
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat ReQuest
MD Mis-detection
NACK Negative Acknowledgement
OFF Markov chain in OFF state
ON Markov chain in ON state
PEP Packet Error Probability
PMF Probability Mass Function
PR Primary Radio
PU Primary User
RS Reed-Solomon
RTT Round-Trip Time
SW Stop and Wait
TS Time-slot 22
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LIST OF SYMBOLS23
α Transition probability from ‘ON’ to ‘OFF’ state
β Transition probability from ‘OFF’ to ‘ON’ state
E Average
k Duration for sensing the TS
Kd Information Bits
λ Rational Constant
Mc Total number of packets to be transmitted
MT Maximum delay
µ Real status of the PU’s channel
N Number of packets in a TS
ν Status of the PU’s channel sensed by the CU
Nd Coded symbols
NDP Average delay due to busy channel occurring
before transmission
P Transition matrix
PA Probability that TS is actually free
PB Probability that TS is found free due to
mis-detection
Pbs Probability of finding a busy TS
Pd PMF of end-to-end delay obtained through
simulation
Pe Packet error probability
Pfa Probability of false-alarm
Pfr Probability of finding a free TS
Pi,j {i, j}th element of the transition matrix
Pmd Probability of channel being mis-detected
PMF Probability distribution of end-to-end packet delay
Poff Probability of the PU’s channel being free from
the PUs
Pon Probability of the PU’s channel being occupied
by the PUs
8 Steady-state vector
8i ith element of a steady-state vector
pi Express steady-state probabilities
pii ith element of steady-state vector
S Sample set
Si Represents state i
SN Subset of S
Si Subset of SN , which contains states associated
with new packets
Rs Throughput
R′s Normalized throughput
R′S Simulation throughput
[ ]T Transpose of matrix
T Duration of the TS
Td Data transmission epoch
TD Total average packet delay obtained from theory
TDP Delay due to busy channels
TDS Total average packet delay obtained by simulation
TDS ′ Normalized average packet delay obtained by
simulation
Tp Duration of packet transmission
Ts Sensing epoch
Tw Waiting epoch24
τ Average end-to-end packet delay
τs Average end-to-end packet delay obtained by
simulation
ξ Status of a specific packet
1 Column vector containing 1 25
I. INTRODUCTION 26
The 21st century haswitnessed an exponential growth inwire- 27
less applications, which has significantly increased the elec- 28
tromagnetic spectrum demand and led to spectrum scarcity 29
in the most desirable low-attention frequency bands [1]. 30
In order to identify the cause of the spectrum shortage and 31
to conceive corresponding solutions, the Federal Commu- 32
nication Commission (FCC) in the USA and the European 33
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) conducted 34
surveys in different parts of the world and at different 35
time instances [2]–[4]. The results of these studies reveal 36
that under the conventional static spectrum allocation pol- 37
icy, substantial segments of the earmarked electromagnetic 38
spectrum are actually under-utilized. For example, the spec- 39
trum measurements of [4] demonstrated that the typical 40
spectrum occupancy in the United States varies between 41
15% to 85%, whereas, the measurements taken in downtown 42
Berkley illustrated in Fig. 1 suggest that the spectrum utiliza- 43
tion below 3 GHz is approximately 30%, while in the range 44
of 3–6 GHz is only 0.5% [5], [6]. As a result, the avail- 45
able bandwidth cannot be efficiently exploited, whilst the 46
readily available spectrum remains insufficient for innova- 47
tive bandwidth-thirsty wireless applications [3], [7]. This 48
inefficient spectrum exploitation motivates the concept of 49
dynamic spectrum access (DSA), which allows the cognitive 50
users (CUs) to access and utilize the unoccupied spectrum 51
holes that have traditionally been exclusively assigned to the 52
primary users (PUs) [7]–[9]. 53
FIGURE 1. Measurement of 0− 6 GHz spectrum utilization Yang 2005 [5]
and Cabric 2007 [6].
The concept of CR system introduced by 54
Mitola and Maguire [10] emerged as a promising paradigm 55
for maximizing the under-utilized spectrum for efficient 56
spectrum utilization, the CUs continuously sense the licensed 57
spectrum with the aim of detecting the unoccupied portions 58
(holes) in the spectrum and then use them for their own 59
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FIGURE 2. An illustration of spectrum hole 
Hossain et al. IEEE [7].
data transmission, as shown in Fig. 2 [7], [9], [11]. Moreover,60
the CU has to relinquish the licensed spectrum as soon as61
the PRUs wish to access them. In order to improve the62
exploitation of the licensed spectrum, the regulatory bodies63
officially allow CUs to access and opportunistically exploit64
the licensed spectrum. Hence, this concept has been incor-65
porated by various wireless standards, such as IEEE 1900,66
802.11y, 802.16h and 802.22, which have been critically67
appraised in [12].68
Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) constitutes an efficient69
technique of reliable data transmission over noisy chan-70
nels. The concept of ARQ was originally introduced by71
Chang [13], which was then classified into three popular72
ARQ protocols: Stop-and-Wait ARQ (SW-ARQ),73
Go-Back-N ARQ (GBN-ARQ) and Selective-repeat74
ARQ (SR-ARQ) [14]–[16]. The principle of ARQ is appeal-75
ingly simple. After transmitting a packet, if the original76
transmitter node fails to receive a positive acknowledgement77
within the defined time duration or if it receives a negative78
acknowledgement, the packet is retransmitted. The ARQ79
protocols are capable of achieving reliable data transmis-80
sion, provided that the channel-induced error rate remains81
moderate. However, beyond a certain error rate both the82
throughput and the delay may become inadequate. Hence, for83
the sake of enhancing the performance, hybrid Forward Error84
Correction (FEC) and ARQ (HARQ) schemes [17], [18]85
may be employed. In addition to detecting errors, in HARQ,86
the FEC scheme also has the capability of correcting a87
number of errors and the ARQ mechanism is activated for88
the retransmission of a packet, when residual errors are89
detected after FEC decoding. As a benefit, HARQ schemes90
are typically capable of providing a better throughput/delay91
performance than the corresponding ARQ schemes. Hence,92
they have been widely used in wireless communication93
systems [19], [20], which motivated us to study and incor-94
porate the HARQ schemes in CR systems.95
Similar to our previous studies [21], [22], we focus96
our attention on the opportunistic spectrum access in97
CR systems [7], [9], where a CU senses and occupies 98
a PU’s channel for its own transmission, provided that 99
the PU’s channel is not occupied at the instant of the 100
demand [23]–[25]. In our studies, the activity of the PU is 101
modelled using a two-state Markov chain, having the 102
‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ states [24], [26], [27]. The channel is con- 103
sidered to be occupied by the PUs in the ‘ON’ state and to 104
be free in the ‘OFF’ state. However, when the sensing is 105
unreliable, the Markov chain has four states [22], including 106
the false-alarm and mis-detection events. In this scenario, a 107
time-slot (TS) of duration T is divided into two portions: 108
a sensing epoch (Ts) and a transmission epoch (Td ) [23], [28]. 109
The sensing epoch Ts is used for detecting spectrum holes, 110
while the transmission epoch Td = T − Ts is used for data 111
transmission. In our CR system, the data transmission relies 112
on the principles of classic stop-and-wait hybrid automatic 113
repeat request (SW-HARQ) [14]–[16]. 114
Our proposed cognitive stop-and-wait (CSW-HARQ) 115
scheme intrinsically amalgamates CR system with the classic 116
SW-HARQ regime in both perfect and imperfect sensing 117
environments.We opted for the SW-HARQ protocol as a ben- 118
efit of its low complexity at both the transmitter and receiver. 119
However, it wastes time between the end of transmitting 120
a packet and reception of its feedback acknowledge- 121
ment [14], [15]. Again, in the CSW-HARQ, the CU trans- 122
mitter first senses a PU’s channel and only transmits data if 123
the channel is deemed to be free. Otherwise, it waits until 124
the next TS. After the transmission of a data packet, the 125
transmitter waits for the feedback. At the receiver side, when 126
the CU’s receiver receives the packet, it starts its decoding 127
and generates a feedback flag [29], [30]. A positive feed- 128
back (ACK) is generated and sent to the transmitter, if an 129
error-free packet is received. Otherwise, a negative feed- 130
back (NACK) is generated and sent to the transmitter. Then, 131
the CU transmitter sends a new packet after the reception of 132
an ACK. Otherwise, the previous packet is retransmitted in 133
the next free TS, if it receives a NACK. Based on the above 134
arrangements, we investigate the throughput and delay of the 135
CSW-HARQ scheme both by analysis and by simulation, 136
when assuming either perfect or imperfect sensing. 137
A. RELATED WORK 138
Since, the germination of the CR concept, a substantial 139
amount of research has been dedicated to the CR archi- 140
tecture, to its operating principle, spectrum sensing, recon- 141
figuration, spectrum sharing, mobility etc [47], [48]. For 142
instance, the throughput of CR networks has been widely 143
studied in the context of perfectly detecting the activity of the 144
PUs [49], relying on the assumption of the optimal sensing 145
time [23], [26], on cooperative sensing [50] and using the 146
optimal frame length [51]. More particularly, in [23] and [51], 147
the authors have proposed various approaches of maximiz- 148
ing the throughput of the CUs by finding both the optimal 149
sensing duration and the TS duration both in perfect and 150
realistic imperfect sensing scenarios. By contrast, in [28], the 151
trade-off between the sensing duration and throughput has 152
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been optimized by proposing a hybrid spectrum sensing and153
data transmission technique.154
Following the spectrum sensing operation, the CUs access155
the channel for data transmission. The data transmission in156
CR systems is faced with the usual hostile wireless com-157
munication channels, hence powerful error-correction and158
detection are techniques have been proposed [15], [52].159
For example, hybrid automatic repeat request HARQ pro-160
tocols have been conceived for achieving reliable commu-161
nication in underwater acoustic networks [37], in satellite162
communication [53], in audio video transmission over the163
Internet [54] and in multi-relay environments for transmis-164
sion over orthogonal TSs [55]. HARQ-aided superposition165
coding has been proposed for improving the cell-edge cover-166
age, while improving the energy efficiency [56]. The authors167
of [41], [57], and [58] proposed sophisticated strategies for a168
multi-component turbo coded HARQ environment where the169
complexity imposed was reduced by postponing the activa-170
tion of the turbo iterations until sufficient redundancy was171
received at the destination. This was also combined with172
curtailing any further turbo-iterations, when a reliable deci-173
sion was deemed to be likely. Following that, the authros174
of [59] proposed channel-adaptive stop-and-wait retransmis-175
sion schemes in the environment of short-range wireless links176
for reducing the energy consumption as compared to the clas-177
sic SW retransmission schemes. Moreover, HARQ has also178
been involved in various IEEE standards [60]–[62]. Some of179
the related studies are presented at a glance in Fig. 3.180
There is a paucity of studies on the analysis of181
ARQ protocols in the context of CR. Based on our obser-182
vations, the dynamic nature of PUs makes the analytical183
modelling of the ARQ protocols in the context of CR184
more challenging. The studies performed in this direction185
include [29], [66], [67], and [69]–[81]. However, these stud-186
ies do not provide the complete theoretical throughput and187
delay analysis of the CR system employing ARQ protocols.188
Specifically, in [69]–[71], the CUs sense the presence of189
the PUs by listening to their ARQ feedback. However, the190
authors did not investigate the performance of CUs using191
ARQ techniques. The throughput of the selective-repeat ARQ192
protocol evaluated in the context of CR systems has been193
studied in [66], where an efficient resource allocation scheme194
has been proposed for multi-hop relaying systems. Then,195
the authors of [29] and [72] have performed the seminal196
analysis of ARQ-aided relay-assisted CR systems. Moreover,197
the authors of [76] analyzed the performance of spectrum198
sharing networks using HARQ feedback in terms of the199
attainable throughput and outage probability. Following that,200
in [77] the efficiency of data transmission was studied in201
the context of finite-length codewords in spectrum sharing202
networks.203
The authors of [73] and [74] have proposed an improved204
HARQ scheme employing an anti-jamming coding approach205
for achieving reliable communication in CR systems.206
As a further development, a network coding assisted207
ARQ scheme has been proposed in [75], which aims for208
improving the efficiency of the conventional ARQ schemes. 209
A hybrid of the spectrum interweave and underlay sharing 210
paradigms has been proposed in [78] and [79] for improv- 211
ing the performance of the CU. The authors of [79] have 212
also involved ARQ for improving the attainable reliabil- 213
ity. Moreover, in [82] energy-efficient dynamic spectrum 214
access protocols were proposed for CR nodes in order to 215
enhance the overall channel utilization without affecting the 216
performance of the PU. On the other hand, the authors 217
of [67], [80], and [81] comprehensively surveyed the various 218
techniques employed in the context of CR systems. 219
B. CONTRIBUTION AND PAPER STRUCTURE 220
This paper constitutes an evaluation of our prior contribu- 221
tions [21], [22], in which we studied both the throughput and 222
delay of CSW-HARQ, and of cognitive Go-Back-N (CGBN) 223
HARQ in the context of a CR system. Particularly, in [22] a 224
simulation based study was provided for characterizing the 225
performance of CGBN-HARQ in both perfect and in imper- 226
fect sensing environments. However, in this contribution, 227
we extend the work presented in [21] to the imperfect sensing 228
environment and derived closed-form analytical expressions. 229
It is observed that the respective parameters have to be 230
carefully adapted according to the specific communication 231
environment considered for maximizing the throughput and 232
for minimizing the delay of the system. Against the above 233
background, the contributions of this paper can be summa- 234
rized as follows: 235
(a) The proposed CSW-HARQ scheme intrinsically amal- 236
gamates the CR capability with the conventional 237
SW-HARQ protocol in order to achieve reliable data 238
transmission in realistic imperfect sensing. Our pro- 239
tocol enables the CR transmitter to sense the channel 240
before using it and to receive feedback at all times, 241
regardless of the PUs activity. 242
(b) Firstly, the CSW-HARQ scheme is modelled and the- 243
oretically analysed using a probability-based approach 244
considering both perfect and imperfect reusing. Using 245
this approach, closed-form expressions are derived for 246
the a) average packet delay, b) for the throughput of 247
the CU system and c) for the end-to-end packet delay. 248
Both the probability distribution and the average of the 249
end-to-end packet delay are formulated. 250
(c) Secondly, based on Discrete Time Markov 251
Chain (DTMC) approach, closed-form expressions are 252
derived for the a) throughput of the CU system b) for 253
the average packet delay and c) for the end-to-end 254
packet delay, including its probability distribution and 255
average end-to-end packet delay. 256
(d) Finally, we validate theoretical results by simulations. 257
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.Wemodel CR 258
system considered in Section II. The basic principles of the 259
proposed CSW-HARQ transmission scheme are discussed 260
in Section III, followed by the operation of the CU trans- 261
mitter and receiver in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. 262
In Section IV and V, a probability-based approach as well as 263
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FIGURE 3. Timeline of HARQ in wireless communication.
a Markov chain-based approach are provided, while our and264
the performance results are discussed in Section VI. Finally,265
our conclusions are summarized in Section VII.266
II. SYSTEM MODEL267
In this section, we describe both the primary radio (PR)268
and the CR systems, as well as the assumptions invoked269
in our analysis and for obtaining the results of270
Section VI.271
A. MODELING THE PRIMARY USER 272
As in [22], we assume that there is a PU’s channel, which 273
is sensed and used by the CR system considered. We assume 274
that the PUs become active during each TS of durationT inde- 275
pendently with the same probability. Specifically, the activa- 276
tion of the PU’s channel by the PUs is modeled as a two-state 277
Markov chain having the state transitions shown in Fig. 6. 278
The state ‘OFF’ represents that the channel is free for the CU 279
to use, whereas the state ‘ON’ indicates that the channel is 280
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FIGURE 4. Timeline of cognitive radio in the context of HARQ.
occupied by the PUs; α and β represent the transition proba-281
bilities from the ‘OFF’ and ON’ to the ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ state,282
respectively. Let the probabilities of the PUs channel being
AQ:2
283
in the ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ states be Pon and Poff , respectively.284
Then, it can be readily shown that if the Markov chain is in285
its steady state, we have [14]286
Ponα = Poff β, (1)287
and from Poff = 1− Pon we have:288
Pon = β
α + β , Poff =
α
α + β . (2)289
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7(a), we assume that if the 290
PU’s channel is found in the ‘ON’ state at the start of a TS, 291
it remains in the ‘ON’ state until the end of that TS, and using 292
this TS should be avoided by the CU. On the other hand, if 293
a TS is deemed to be free from the PUs, then the CU may 294
use it [26]. 295
B. MODELING THE COGNITIVE USER 296
In the CR system, each TS of duration T is divided into 297
two phases: the sensing duration of Ts seconds and the data 298
transmission duration of Td = T − Ts seconds, as shown 299
6 VOLUME 4, 2016
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FIGURE 5. The structure of this paper.
FIGURE 6. Two-state discrete-time Markov chain model of the PU system.
FIGURE 7. Time-slot structure of PU and CU, where a CU TS consists of a
sensing duration of Ts and a transmission duration of Td = T − Ts, when
given the total duration T of a time-slot. (a) Pattern of channel usage
by PU. (b) Pattern of channel usage by CU.
in Fig. 7(b). When the PU’s channel is deemed to be ‘OFF’300
within the sensing period Ts, the CR system can use the301
time Td for its data transmission based on the principles302
of CSW-HARQ. However, the sensing decision of the PU’s303
channel may be imperfect, hence resulting in false-alarm,304
FIGURE 8. Discrete-time Markov chain modeling of the CR system.
In state S0 = 00, the channel is sensed free when given that it is free;
S1 = 01, the channel is sensed busy when given that it is free.
Similarly, the states S2 = 10 and S3 = 11 are defined.
when the channel is ‘OFF’, but detected to be ‘ON’. 305
Alternatively, mis-detection is encountered when the PU’s 306
channel is ‘ON’, but detected to be ‘OFF’. In summary, the 307
transitions are shown in Fig. 8. Correspondingly, 308
P =

P0,0 P0,1 P0,2 P0,3
P1,0 P1,1 P1,2 P1,3
P2,0 P2,1 P2,2 P2,3
P3,0 P3,1 P3,2 P3,3
. (3) 309
Let the false-alarm and mis-detection probabilities be 310
expressed as Pfa and Pmd , respectively. Then from Fig. 8, 311
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we obtain312
P0,0 = P1,0 = (1− β)(1− Pfa)313
P0,1 = P1,1 = (1− β)Pfa314
P0,2 = P1,2 = βPmd315
P0,3 = P1,3 = β(1− Pmd )316
P2,0 = P3,0 = α(1− Pfa)317
P2,1 = P3,1 = α(1− Pfa)318
P2,2 = P3,2 = (1− α)Pmd319
P2,3 = P3,3 = (1− α)(1− Pmd ). (4)320
Furthermore, let the steady state probabilities of the Markov321
chain be expressed as 8 = [80,81,82,83]T . Then, we322
have [14], [83]323
8 = PT8. (5)324
Explicitly, 8 is the right eigenvector of PT associated with325
an eigenvalue of 1. Therefore, when substituting the items326
in (4) into (3) and solving Equation (5), we obtain327
8 = [80 81 82 83]T328
= λ×
[
α(1− Pfa)
β(1− Pmd )
α(Pfa)
β(1− Pmd )
(Pmd )
(1− Pmd ) 1
]T
,329
(6)330
where λ ∈ R. Upon exploiting the property of331
3∑
i=0
8i = 1, (7)332
gives333
λ = β(1− Pmd )
α + β . (8)334
Consequently, the steady state probabilities of the CR system335
in the state S0, S1, S2 and S3 are336
80 = α(1− Pfa)
α + β , 81 =
αPfa
α + β ,337
82 = βPmd
α + β , 83 =
β(1− Pmd )
α + β . (9)338
III. COGNITIVE STOP-AND-WAIT HYBRID339
AUTOMATIC REPEAT REQUEST340
In our CSW-HARQ system, data are encoded using a Reed-341
Solomon (RS) code RS(Nd ,Kd ) [15], defined over the Galois342
Field of GF(q)=GF(2m), where Kd and Nd represent the343
number of information and coded symbols, respectively, and344
m is the number of bits per symbol. We assume that every345
packet consists of a RS codeword, which is transmitted within346
Tp seconds. Let N = Td/Tp. Then, within a free TS, the347
CU transmitter can transmit a packet using the Tp seconds348
and then waits for the feedback. We assume that the RS code349
is capable of correcting upto t random symbol errors and350
can ideally detect the uncorrectable errors, which is time for351
sufficiently long codes.352
FIGURE 9. Flow chart showing the operations of the proposed CSW-HARQ
scheme.
Given the above assumptions, data are transmitted between 353
a pair of CUs over the PU channel based on the principles 354
of our CSW-HARQ scheme, which is characterized in Fig. 9 355
and formally stated in Algorithm 1, as detailed below. For 356
clarity, Algorithm 1 is divided into two parts, namely the 357
transmitter part and the receiver part. The transmitter always 358
senses the PR channel and (re)transmits a packet, when the 359
channel is free from PRUs. On the other hand, at the receiver 360
side, RS decoding and error correction is performed, based 361
on which a feedback signal is generated for the received 362
packet. We assume that the receiver has perfect knowledge 363
concerning the success or failure of decoding and updates its 364
buffer accordingly. 365
A. OPERATION OF THE CU TRANSMITTER 366
In the classic SW-HARQ, the transmitter sends a single 367
packet in a TS and then waits for its feedback, which 368
is expected to be received after a specified round-trip 369
time (RTT). By contrast, in the CSW-HARQ, the CU trans- 370
mitter first has to sense the PU’s channel before the trans- 371
mission or retransmission of a packet. If the PU channel is 372
correctly detected to be ‘OFF’, or when the PU channel is 373
mis-detected as being ‘OFF’ state when it is actually ‘ON’, 374
the CU transmitter transmits a packet. Otherwise, if the PU 375
channel is correctly sensed to be ‘ON’ or when it is falsely 376
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FIGURE 10. The transmission flow of the proposed CSW-HARQ scheme. The total duration of each time-slot is T = Ts + Td , where Td consists of a
packet’s transmission duration and its waiting epoch Tw .
Algorithm 1 CSW-HARQ Algorithm
1: Initialization: Mc = number of packets, Td = N ,
Ts = k , i = 1, TS= 1.
2: Input: Td , Ts, packets.
3: while i ≤ Mc do
4: CU transmitter senses a time-slot (TS).
5: if TS is free and no false-alarm OR TS is busy but
mis-detected then
6: transmits the ith packet and, then,
7: waits for Tw duration to receive feedback.
8: if the ith packet is received error-free then
9: receiver sends ACK signal.
10: i = i+ 1.
11: else
12: receiver sends NACK. It could be because of
13: mis-detection or channel noise.
14: end if
15: else
16: The TS may be found busy due to correct detec-
tion or false-alarm,
17: hence, the transmitter waits until the next TS.
18: end if
19: TS=TS+1.
20: end while
detected to be ‘ON’, while it is actually ‘OFF’, then the377
transmitter has to wait until the next TS and has to sense the378
channel again. The CSW-HARQ operations are summarized379
both in the Algorithm 1 and in Fig. 9. Similar to the classic380
SW-HARQ scheme, the CU transmitter in CSW-HARQ has381
a buffer of size one, which is updated based on the feedback382
flag of each transmitted packet.383
We assume that all the packets are of the same length384
and that the CU transmitter is always ready to transmit these385
packets, provided that there are free TSs. As shown in Fig. 10,386
each CU packet consists of a RS coded codeword, which is387
transmitted within the duration of Tp seconds. After trans-388
mitting a packet, the CU transmitter waits for a duration389
of Tw seconds in order to receive its feedback. We assume390
that the RTT is Td , which is the time interval between the 391
transmission of a packet, and the instant when its feedback 392
acknowledgement is received. Therefore, in our CSW-HARQ 393
scheme, the feedback flag of each packet should be received 394
within the RTT duration of Td , as shown in Fig. 10. 395
Specifically, if a positive feedback (i.e., ACK) of a packet is 396
received by the CU transmitter within the RTT, this packet is 397
then deleted from the transmitter’s buffer and a new packet 398
is transmitted in the next free TS which is also stored in 399
the transmitter buffer. However, if a NACK is received, then 400
the transmitter retransmits the erroneous packet in the next 401
free TS. It is worth mentioning that, when there is a mis- 402
detection of the PU channel, the packet transmitted will 403
become erroneous with a high probability, due to collision 404
with the PU’s transmitted signals. On the other hand, when 405
there is a false-alarm, the CU will not transmit, even though 406
the PU channel is free, which results in a reduced throughput. 407
B. OPERATION OF THE CU RECEIVER 408
When the CU receiver receives a packet from the CU trans- 409
mitter, it invokes RS error-correction/detection and then gen- 410
erates a feedback flag accordingly. Specifically, if a packet 411
is correctly recovered by the RS decoder, an ACK signal is 412
fed back to the CU transmitter. Otherwise, a NACK signal is 413
sent to the CU transmitter in order to request a retransmission. 414
In this paper, we assume that the feedback channel is perfect 415
and that the receiver has a buffer size of one packet, which is 416
updated only when a packet is correctly received [14]–[16]. 417
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE CSW-HARQ 418
SCHEME: PROBABILITY-BASED APPROACH 419
In this and the next sections, we analyze the performance 420
of the proposed CSW-HARQ scheme. We consider three 421
performance metrics, namely, 1) the Average packet delay; 422
2) the End-to-end packet delay; and 3) the Throughput. 423
They are defined as follows. Average packet delay: the 424
average number of TSs (or Tp’s) required for the success- 425
ful transmission of a packet. End-to-end packet delay: 426
the average time duration from the first transmission of a 427
packet to the instant when it is finally successfully received. 428
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Throughput: the error-free transmission rate of the429
CR system [15], [42].430
In this paper, we introduce two approaches in our analysis,431
which are the probability-based approach employed in this432
section, and the discrete time Markov chain (DTMC)-based433
approach employed in Section V. Our analytical approaches434
will be validated in Section VI by comparing the results435
obtained from the numerical evaluation of the derived for-436
mulas with those obtained from simulations. Let us first use437
the probability-based analysis to analyze the average packet438
delay.439
A. AVERAGE PACKET DELAY440
In the traditional SW-HARQ scheme, the delay is gen-441
erated by the data transmitted over unreliable channels,442
which results in erroneous transmission and thereby requires443
retransmission, in addition to the basic transmission delay.444
In our proposed CSW-HARQ scheme, the unreliable chan-445
nels also introduce delay similarly to the traditional446
SW-HARQ. Furthermore, in the CSW-HARQ, there is an447
extra delay both owing to the unavailability and due to the448
false detection of the PU’s channel. In order to analyze449
the packet delay of the CSW-HARQ scheme, let us denote450
the average delay due to the busy PU’s channels as TDP. It can451
be shown that the PU’s channel is found busy in the following452
two scenarios:453
(a) The PU channel is ‘ON’ state and the state is correctly454
detected.455
(b) The PU channel is ‘OFF’, but false-alarm occurs,456
resulting in the CU not using the channel.457
Therefore, according to the definitions in Section II-B, the458
probability that the CU finds that a TS is busy can be459
expressed as460
Pbs = Pon · (1− Pmd )+ Poff · Pfa, (10)461
= β(1− Pmd )
α + β +
αPfa
α + β ,462
= 1
α + β
[
β(1− Pmd )+ αPfa
]
. (11)463
On the other hand, there are only two scenarios for the CU to464
access the PU’s channel for its own transmission:465
(a) The PU’s channel is in the ‘OFF’ state, which is466
correctly detected by the CU.467
(b) The PU’s channel is in the ‘ON’ state, but it is468
mis-detected by the CU.469
Correspondingly, the probability of the above events can be470
expressed as471
Pfr = Poff · (1− Pfa)+ Pon · Pmd , (12)472
= 1
α + β
[
α(1− Pfa)+ βPmd
]
. (13)473
Explicitly, we have Pfr = 1 − Pbs. Moreover, let TDP(i) be474
defined as the delay imposed by (i − 1) busy TSs prior to a475
free TS, yielding476
TDP(i) = (i− 1)T . (14)477
Then, the average delay TDP required by the CU to find a free 478
TS may be formulated as 479
TDP = E [TDP(i)] = E [(i− 1)T ] 480
=
∞∑
i=1
(i− 1)TPi−1bs Pfr 481
= (Pbs · Pfr )T
(1− Pbs)2 =
PbsT
(1− Pbs) , 482
= αPfa + β(1− Pmd )
α(1− Pfa)+ βPmd · T . (15) 483
Let us assume that a packet is transmitted over a TS that 484
is supposed to be free, but a delay is introduced by transmis- 485
sion over an unreliable channel. If a packet is successfully 486
delivered in the first attempt, it induces a delay of a T/Tp 487
seconds. By contrast, each retransmission will impose a delay 488
of T seconds. As the analysis of Section IV-A shows, erro- 489
neous transmissions may take place in the actually free TSs, 490
or in busy TSs misclassified by the from CU transmitter. 491
Let TD(i) denote the delay given by the event that the CU 492
transmitter uses a total of i transmissions for successfully 493
delivering a packet to the CU receiver. Here, TD(i) includes 494
both the delay imposed by finding free TSs and the delay 495
due to the packet’s transmission. Furthermore, some of the 496
TSs are free and correctly sensed by the CU system, while 497
others are actually busy TSs but they may be mis-detected 498
by the CU. Therefore, given that a free TS is identified by 499
the CU, the probability that the TS is actually free can be 500
expressed as 501
PA = Poff (1− Pfa)Pfr . (16) 502
By contrast, given that a free TS is discovered by the CU, the 503
probability that it is resulted from a mis-detection is 504
PB = PonPmdPfr . (17) 505
Remembering that each transmission attempt requires an 506
average time of TDP seconds for finding a free TS, plus 507
a subsequent delay of T seconds for the actual round trip 508
transmission, we hence have, 509
TD(i) = i(T + TDP), (18) 510
when i transmissions are used for the successfully deliv- 511
ery of a single packet. According to the principles of the 512
CSW-HARQ, the transmitter sends a packet in each free TS. 513
Hence, the average packet delay TD can be evaluated by 514
TD = 1N E [TD(i)] =
1
N
E [i(T + TDP)] , (19) 515
where the multiplier 1/N is because each packet is transmit- 516
ted within N packet durations. Let us denote the packet error 517
probability (PEP) for the packets sent in the free TSs by Pe, 518
after RS decoding. We assume that the PEP of those packets 519
that were transmitted because of mis-detection in the busy 520
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TSs is as high as one. Then, it can be shown that we have521
TD =
∞∑
i=1
i−1∑
j=0
i(T + TDP)
(
i− 1
j
)
(PB)j · (PA)i−j522
· (Pe)i−j−1(1− Pe)523
= T
N
(1+ NDP)
( ∞∑
i=1
i−1∑
j=0
(
i− 1
j
)
i(PB)j(PA)i−j524
· (Pe)i−j−1(1− Pe)
)
525
= T
N
(PA(1− Pe)(1+ NDP)
(PB + PAPe − 1)2
)
(seconds) (20)526
where NDP = TDP/T . Moreover, after normalizing the aver-527
age packet delay TD using the packet duration Tp, TD can be528
expressed as529
TD =
(
k + N
N
)(PA(1− Pe)(1+ NDP)
(PB + PAPe − 1)2
)
T ′ps, (21)530
where T = (k + N )Tp is applied.531
B. END-TO-END PACKET DELAY532
In this section, we derive the probability mass function (PMF)533
of the end-to-end packet delay, as well as the average534
end-to-end packet delay. Here the end-to-end delay of a535
packet represents the time duration spanning from the first536
transmission of the packet to the time that the packet is537
successfully received.538
1) PROBABILITY MASS FUNCTION539
First, it is worth restating that the delay between the first540
transmission and the final error-free reception of a packet541
depends on two factors: 1) the delay for retransmissions,542
and 2) the delay imposed by the occurrence of busy TSs.543
Below we first derive the PMF of the end-to-end packet544
delay incurred purely due to retransmissions, when there are545
no sensed busy TSs. Then, the delay of the general cases546
including both sensed busy and free TSs between the first547
transmission and the final successful reception of a packet548
is considered.549
Firstly, when the sensing results at the CU indicate that550
there is no busy TS between the first transmission and the551
final reception of a packet, the probability that n TSs are used552
for successfully delivering a packet can be expressed as553
PMF (n) =
(n−1∑
j=0
(
n− 1
j
)
(PonPmd )j(Poff (1− Pfa)554
· Pe)n−j−1(1− Pe)PA
)
, n = 1, 2, . . . (22)555
For explicit clarity, the above equation can be explained as:556
• (PonPmd )j defines the probability that j out of (n−1) TSs557
are detected to be free by CU due to mis-detection and558
thus the transmissions on these TSs are always in error.559
• (Poff (1 − Pfa) · Pe)n−j−1 represents the probability that560
the remaining (n−j−1) TSs are free and indeed they are561
detected to be free by the CU and that transmission takes 562
place in these TSs. However, due to channel noise, the 563
packets transmitted in these (n− j− 1) TSs are received 564
in error, which results in retransmission. 565
• Finally, (1−Pe)PA is the probability that the final TS is 566
free as well as it is correctly sensed, and hence the packet 567
is successfully delivered. 568
Secondly, in the general cases that there might be busy TSs 569
between the first transmission and the final reception of a 570
packet, the probability that n TSs are used can be expressed as 571
PMF (n) =
n−2∑
i=0
n−i−1∑
j=0
(
n− 2
i
)(
n− i− 1
j
)
(Pbs)i 572
· (PonPmd )j(Poff (1− Pfa)Pe)n−i−j−1 573
· (1− Pe)PA, n = 1, 2, . . . (23) 574
where, in addition to the terms that are similar to those in (22), 575(n−2
i
)
Pibs represents the probability that there are i sensed busy 576
TSs between the first transmission and the final reception of 577
a packet. Note that the largest value for i is n− 2, as the first 578
and the last TSs are sensed to be free. 579
2) AVERAGE END-TO-END PACKET DELAY 580
Having obtained the PMF of the end-to-end packet delay, 581
which is given by Eq. (23), the average end-to-end packet 582
delay quantified in terms of TSs can be expressed as 583
τ =
∞∑
n=1
n · PMF (n) 584
≈
MT∑
n=1
n · PMF (n), (TSs) (24) 585
where MT is set as the maximum delay to be considered. 586
Note that MT can be rendered of ensuring that the unconsid- 587
ered components becomes negligible. For example, we may 588
choose MT to satisfy
∑MT
m=1 PMF (m) = 1− 10−8. 589
C. THROUGHPUT 590
Given the average packet delay expression of (20), we can 591
readily obtain the throughput of the CU system operated 592
under the CSW-HARQ, which can be expressed as 593
Rs = 1TD 594
= N
T
( (PB + PAPe − 1)2
PA(1− Pe)(1+ NDP)
)
(PPS) (25) 595
= N
( (PB + PAPe − 1)2
PA(1− Pe)(1+ NDP)
)
(PPTS) (26) 596
= N
k + N
( (PB + PAPe − 1)2
PA(1− Pe)(1+ NDP)
)
(PPTp), (27) 597
where PPS, PPTS and PPTp denote packet per second, packet 598
per TS and packet per Tp, respectively. Furthermore, let us 599
assume that a (ND,Kd ) RS code is employed denote by B the 600
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FIGURE 11. Transmission flow of CSW-HARQ, where CD, MD and FA are for correct-detection, mis-detection and false-alarm, respectively. The state is
observed by the transmitter at the end of TS.
number of bits per code symbol. Then, the throughput can601
also be expressed in terms of bits per second (bps) as602
Rs = 1TD · Kd · B (bps). (28)603
Above we have analyzed the performance of the proposed604
CSW-HARQ scheme using the probability-based approach.605
In the following section, we also provide a Markov-chain606
based approach for analysing the CSW-HARQ scheme.607
V. MARKOV CHAIN-BASED ANALYSIS OF608
THE CSW-HARQ SCHEME609
In this section, we first model the CSW-HARQ scheme rely-610
ing on realistic imperfect sensing using the DTMC. Then,611
we analyze the stationary throughput of the CSW-HARQ.612
Finally, we analyse the end-to-end packet delay by conceiving613
both its PMF and the average end-to-end packet delay.614
Let us first define the states of the CSW-HARQ, where a615
state can be jointly defined by 1) the real status of the PU’s616
channel (µ), 2) the status of the PU’s channel sensed by the617
CU (ν), and 3) the status of a specific packet (ξ ), which is618
either a new or an old packet stored in the transmitter’s buffer.619
The state is observed and updated at the end of each TS. Let620
us express the eight legitimate states as621
S = {S0, S1, S2, . . . , S7}, (29)622
where each state is a binary number of length 3,623
expressed as624
Si = {µ, ν, ξ}, (30)625
where the index i represents the decimal value given626
by {µνξ}. In (30), µ, ν and ξ are defined as627
µ =
{
0, the PU’s channel is free,
1, the PU’s channel is busy; (31)628
ν =
{
0, the PU’s channel is sensed to be free,
1, the PU’s channel is sensed to be busy;
(32)629
and 630
ξ =

0, if the packet stored in the transmitter
buffer is a new packet,
1, if the packet stored in the transmitter
buffer is an old packet.
(33) 631
As an example, Fig. 11 illustrates the transitions between 632
states in the context of five TSs. The number in the boxes 633
of the CU transmitter and the receiver represents the packet 634
that is transmitted and received, respectively. In more detail, 635
Fig. 11 is interpreted as follows. 636
(a) Assume that during TS T1, the PU’s channel is free 637
and it is correctly sensed to be free corresponding to 638
µ = 0, ν = 0. Assume furthermore that a new packet 639
which gives ξ = 0 is transmitted. Hence, the state 640
observed by transmitter in this TS is S0 = {0, 0, 0}. 641
As shown in the figure, we assume that the packet is 642
correctly received and hence an ACK flag is sent by 643
the receiver to the transmitter as seen in Fig. 11. 644
(b) As a benefit of the error-free transmission in the TS T1, 645
the transmitter buffer is updated to a new packet. 646
In TS T2, the PU’s channel is busy, but it is mis-detected 647
by the CU transmitter. Therefore, a new packet waiting 648
in the buffer is transmitted in TS T2. Hence, the state 649
during TS T2 is S4 = {1, 0, 0}. Furthermore, it can 650
be shown that the transition from S0 to S4 takes place 651
with a probability of P0,4 = (1 − Pe)PonPmd . Note 652
that, due to the mis-detection of the busy PU’s channel, 653
the packet sent in TS T2 is received in error and hence, 654
a NACK flag is fed back. 655
(c) Still referencing to Fig. 11 in TS T3, the PU channel 656
is free but it is found busy due to false-alarm. Since 657
the transmission in TS T2 is erroneous and the packet 658
requires retransmission, hence the state of the trans- 659
mitter in TS T3 is S3 = {0, 1, 1} with the transition 660
probability P4,3 = Poff Pfa. 661
(d) Similarly, we can find that the state during TS T4 is 662
S7 = {1, 1, 1}. The transition from S3 to S7 takes place 663
with a probability of P3,7 = Pon(1− Pmd ). 664
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(e) Finally, in TS T5, the PU’s channel is correctly detected665
to be free and therefore the old packet stored in the666
transmitter buffer is transmitted, which results in the667
transition from state S7 to S1 in Fig. 11, with the tran-668
sition probability of P7,1 = Poff (1− Pfa).669
FIGURE 12. The state transition diagram for the DTMC modelling the
proposed CSW-HARQ scheme, where dashed lines correspond to the
transitions towards busy states, while solid lines illustrate the transitions
towards free states. The solid green and red circles represent the states in
which the PU’s channel is free due to correct detection and mis-detection,
respectively, while dashed brown and magenta color circles represent
the state in which the PU’s channel is found busy due to correct detection
and false-alarm, respectively.
Following the above analysis, we can see that the legiti-670
mate state to state transitions can be summarized, as shown671
in Fig. 12. Let the state-transition matrix be expressed as P,672
where the (i, j)th element of has the transition probability Pi,j,673
which can be found as shown in the above example. Further-674
more, according to the properties of the DTMC [14], [83],675
we have676
0 ≤ Pi,j ≤ 1.677
7∑
j=0
Pi,j = 1, ∀Si ∈ S, (34)678
In TS (n), the transmitter is in one of the eight legitimate states679
with the probability of p(n) = [P0(n),P1(n), . . . ,P7(n)]T.680
Then, in TS (n + 1), the probabilities of the eight possible681
states can be found from [14], [84]682
p(n+ 1) = PTp(n). (35)683
According to [84], when n→∞, the Markov chain reaches684
its steady-state condition [14], and in this case we have685
p(n+ 1) = p(n). (36)686
Let the steady-state probabilities be expressed as pi =687
limn→∞ p(n), where we have pi = [pi0, pi2 . . . , pii . . .]T , and688
pii represents the steady state probability that the transmitter689
is in state Si. Then, from (35) and (36) we have690
pi = PTpi , (37)691
which shows that the steady state probabilities of the different 692
states which can be obtained by computing the right eigenvec- 693
tor ofPT corresponding to the eigenvalue of 1 [14], [83], [84]. 694
Note that the steady state probabilities satisfy the relation- 695
ship of 696∑
j∈S
pij = 1 or pi T × 1 = 1, (38) 697
where 1 represents a unit of column vector. 698
A. THROUGHPUT OF CSW-HARQ 699
As defined in Section IV, the throughput of the CSW-HARQ 700
scheme is the rate of successful transmission per TS. 701
Carrying out a successful transmission depends on 702
two factors: 1) a free TS is successfully sensed, and 2) error- 703
free transmission is a achieved. Hence, as shown in (37), 704
when the DTMC reaches its steady state, the throughput of 705
the CSW-HARQ scheme can be obtained from specific state 706
transitions yielding a successful transmission. According to 707
the definition of states in (30) and Fig. 12, the transmission 708
of new packet is only possible when the CU transmitter is 709
in state S0 or S4. Therefore, the achievable throughput of the 710
CSW-HARQ is given by 711
Rs = pi0 + pi4 (packets / TS). (39) 712
Additionally, using T = (Td + Ts)Tp, the throughput quan- 713
tified in terms of the number of packets per Tp can be 714
expressed as 715
R′s =
1
T
· Rs (packets / Tp). (40) 716
Let us now analyze the delay of the CSW-HARQ scheme 717
under the DTMC framework. 718
B. DELAY ANALYSIS OF CSW-HARQ 719
In this subsection, we analyse both the average packet 720
delay and the end-to-end packet delay with the aid of the 721
DTMCmodel of the CSW-HARQ. For the end-to-end packet 722
delay, we derive both its probability distribution and the 723
average end-to-end packet delay. 724
1) AVERAGE PACKET DELAY (TD) 725
The average packet delay is defined as the average num- 726
ber of TSs or Tp’s needed for the successful transmis- 727
sion of a packet. After obtaining the achievable throughput 728
of Eqs. (39) or (40), the average packet delay can be readily 729
obtained, which can be expressed as 730
TD = 1Rs (TS per packet) (41) 731
= k + N
Rs
(Tp’s per packet). (42) 732
2) END-TO-END PACKET DELAY 733
We first analyze the probability distribution of the 734
end-to-end packet delay. Let SN be the specific subset of S, 735
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which contains the subsets of states Si. Here, Si is a subset that736
a new packet transmitted from state Si is correctly received in737
state Sj, with the delay of m TSs, i.e.,738
Si = {Sj| a new packet transmitted from Si is739
correctly received in state Sj after a740
a delay of m TSs}, (43)741
where we have Si ⊂ SN . Following the above definitions, the742
probability mass function of the end-to-end packet delay can743
be formulated as744
P(m) = 1
(pi0 + pi4)
∑
Si∈SN
∑
Sj∈S
pii · P(m)i,j , m = 1, 2 . . . (44)745
= pi0
pi0 + pi4
∑
Sj∈S0
P(m)0,j +
pi4
pi0 + pi4
∑
Sj∈S4
P(m)4,j , (45)746
where P(m)i,j denotes the transition probability from state Si to747
state Sj after a delay of m TSs.748
Let us express the PMF of the end-to-end packet delay as749
PMF = [P(1),P(2), . . . ,P(MT )]T , (46)750
where MT is the largest delay considered, beyond which751
the probability of occurrence becomes negligible. From the752
properties of the DTMC, we know that given a state Si, after753
q transitions, we have754
p (q) = (PT )qei, q = 1, 2, . . . (47)755
where ei is the ith column of the identity matrix. From (47)756
we can see that whenever we multiply PT on a current pq,757
we can obtain the following information:758
a) The end-to-end packet delay is q TSs, if the packet is759
firstly transmitted in state Si is correctly received in760
some states after q TSs.761
b) The transition probabilities from state Si to any of the762
states in S, which contains the states generating the763
end-to-end delay of q TSs.764
c) The transition probabilities from state Si to any other765
states without resulting in correct reception of the766
packet firstly sent in state Si.767
Using the above information, we can update PMF by the768
following formula.769
P(m) ← P(m)+ pii · P(m)i,j ,770
m = 1, 2 . . . ,MT , Sj ∈ S, Si ∈ SN . (48)771
Finally, when PMF does not change, we can compute the772
average end-to-end packet delay, which can be formulated as773
τ =
MT∑
i=1
i · P(i) (TSs) (49)774
=
M∑
i=1
i(k + N )P(i)T ′ps. (50)775
After completion of our theoretical analysis of the pro- 776
posed CSW-HARQ scheme, we proceed to validate the accu- 777
racy of both the approaches discussed in Sections IV and V 778
by comparing the analytical results to those obtained through 779
simulations. 780
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 781
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the 782
CSW-HARQ system in terms of three performance metrics, 783
namely, 1) throughput 2) average packet delay and 3) end- 784
to-end packet delay, when both idealized perfect sensing 785
and practical imperfect sensing environments are considered. 786
We will characterize the impact of the false-alarm probabil- 787
ity (Pfa), of the mis-detection probability (Pmd ), the channel’s 788
busy probability (Pon) and of the packet error probability (Pe) 789
on the performance. Note that, in the case of perfect sens- 790
ing, Pfa and Pmd are always zero. In our studies, Matlab- 791
based simulations are used, and fifty thousand packets are 792
transmitted for every specific conditions. The observation 793
period commences from the first TS, which continues until 794
all packets are successfully received by the CU receiver. 795
FIGURE 13. Steady-state probabilities of [80,81,82,83] seen in (9) with
respect to α.
Fig. 13 shows the correct detection probability80 of a free 796
channel, the false-alarm probability 81, the mis-detection 797
probability 82 and the correct detection probability 83 of a 798
busy channel, as seen in (9) of Section II-B, with respect to 799
the parameter α. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that when the 800
transmission chances for a CU over those of a PU channel 801
increase, i.e., when α increases, Poff = 80 also significantly 802
increases, while Pfa = 81 increases only slightly. The 803
slight increase in Pfa is the consequence of imperfect sensing. 804
On the other hand, when α increases, Pon is dramatically 805
reduced, while Pmd exhibits only a moderate reduction. 806
As shown in Fig. 13, the analytical results evaluated from 807
Eq. (9) closely agree with the simulation results. 808
Fig. 14 depicts the throughput achieved by the 809
CSW-HARQ scheme both for perfect and imperfect sensing 810
versus the packet error probability Pe and with respect to the 811
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FIGURE 14. Normalized Throughput in terms of Tp versus packet error probability Pe for the CSW-HARQ scheme associated with various channel busy
probabilities Pon, when assuming Ts = 1Tp and Td = 2Tp. a) Throughput is investigated in both perfect and imperfect cases, where in the case of
imperfect sensing Pmd = 0.3 and Pfa = 0.2. b) Throughput is again analyzed in realistic imperfect sensing, when Pmd = 0.45 and Pfa = 0.45 for different
values of Pe and Pon.
probability Pon of the channel being busy. In our simulations,812
the throughput is calculated as813
R′S =
Ns
Nt
· Tp
Ts + Td (packets per Tp), (51)814
where Nt represents the total number of TSs used for the815
successful transmission of Ns packets by the CU.816
As shown in Fig. 14, the throughput is at its maximum,817
when the channel is perfectly reliable, i.e. when Pe = 0818
for both the perfect and imperfect sensing scenarios. As Pe819
increases, implying that the channel becomes less reliable, the820
achievable throughput reduces nearly linearly with Pe, which821
is a direct consequence of retransmissions. At a given Pe,822
the throughput attains its maximum, when the channel is823
always free to use, i.e. when Pon = 0. However, as Pon824
increases, the attainable throughput significantly reducing,825
since the CU has to wait longer for finding free channels for826
its data transmission. Furthermore, Fig. 14 shows that realis-827
tic imperfect sensing may result in a significant throughout828
drop, implying that indeed it is important to achieve reliable829
sensing in cognitive radios.830
Additionally, Fig. 14(a) shows that the analytical results831
evaluated from Eqs. (27) and (40) agree well with the simu-832
lation results.833
Having characterized the throughput, let us now elaborate834
on the delay of the CSW-HARQ scheme. Firstly, we consider835
the average packet delay, as shown in Fig. 15. Note that836
for the results obtained by simulations, the average packet837
delay is given by the total number of TSs NT used for the838
successful transmission of Ns packets, divided by Ns, which839
is expressed as840
TDS = Nt · (Ts + Td )Ns (seconds). (52)841
FIGURE 15. Average packet delay of the CSW-HARQ system versus Pe for
various channel busy probabilities when either perfect sensing
(Pfa = Pmd = 0) or imperfect sensing (Pfa = Pmd = 0.3) are considered.
The results depicted in Fig. 15 are normalized by Tp, yielding: 842
T ′DS =
TDS
Tp
(Tps). (53) 843
In Fig. 15, the average packet delay of the CSW-HARQ 844
system is studied, both for perfect and imperfect sensing. 845
For a given Pon, the average packet delay is at its mini- 846
mum, when Pe is zero and it increases, when Pe or/and 847
Pon increases. As discussed above, the increase of Pe 848
triggers more retransmissions, while the increase of Pon 849
reduces the transmission opportunities for the CU’s, which 850
hence result in the increase of the average packet delay. 851
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Additionally, imperfect sensing results in the mis-use of the852
channel, which increases the average delay. Finally, as shown853
in Fig. 15, the results obtained both from our probability-854
based and from the DTMC-based approaches are accurate,855
closely agreeing with on simulation results.856
FIGURE 16. Probability of the end-to-end packet delay in the perfect
(Pfa = Pmd = 0) and imperfect (Pfa = Pmd = 0.2) sensing scenarios
for Pon = 0.2 and Pe = {0.1,0.4}.
In Fig. 16, we depict the end-to-end packet delay of the857
CSW-HARQ scheme in terms of both perfect and imperfect858
sensing. In the simulations, the end-to-end delay is evaluated859
as the total time duration from each individual packet’s first860
transmission until its successful reception, divided by the861
total number of packets, Ns. In detail, let a vector d of length862
Ns be used to store the end-to-end delay experienced by each863
of the Ns transmitted packets. Specifically, d (j) represents864
the end-to-end delay of the jth packet. Then, the PMF of the865
end-to-end packet delay illustrated in Fig. 16 is given by866
Pd (i) =
∑Ns
j=1 δ (d(j)− i)
Ns
, 1 ≤ i ≤ max(d ). (54)867
Observe from Fig. 16 that in the case of perfect sensing,868
90% of the packets are successfully received with an end-869
to-end delay of one TS, when Pe = 0.1, as accurately870
shown in the zoomed-in portion of the figure. To elaborate871
further, Following is 7.2% of packets are correctly received872
with an end-to-end delay of 2 TSs, and 2% of the packets873
are correctly received with an end-to-end delay of 3 TSs, as874
shown in Fig. 16. On the other hand, in the case of imper-875
fect sensing, at Pe = 0.1, the number of packets having876
an end-to-end delay of one TS is reduced to 84%, and the877
number packets having an end-to-end delay of 2 and 3 TSs878
is increased to 8.8% and 3.7%, respectively. By contrast,879
when Pe is increased to 0.4, the ratio of the packets having880
an end-to-end delay of one TS is reduced to 60% and 54%881
in the perfect and imperfect sensing scenarios, respectively. 882
In a similar manner, the ratio of the packets having an 883
end-to-end delay of two or more TSs also reduces corre- 884
spondingly. Hence, the tail of the PMF curves increases as 885
Pe increases, implying an increase of the end-to-end packet 886
delay. 887
FIGURE 17. Average end-to-end packet delay versus packet error
probability (Pe) for the CSW-HARQ with respect to different channel busy
probabilities Pon and in the case of imperfect sensing.
The average end-to-end packet delay is shown in Fig. 17, 888
where the results gleaned from our simulations are evaluated 889
from the formula 890
τs =
max(d )∑
i=1
Pd (i)× i(T ) (seconds). (55) 891
It can be observed from Fig. 17 that the average end-to- 892
end packet delay increases, as Pe and/or Pon increases. More 893
importantly, it can be seen that in the case of perfect sensing, 894
the average end-to-end packet delay has aminimumof one TS 895
when Pe = 0, regardless of the value of Pon. This is because, 896
when the channel is highly reliable and when the probability 897
of mis-detection is zero, correct delivery of a transmitted 898
packet is ensured in the first attempt. By contrast, when 899
Pe and/or Pon increases, the delay increases significantly, 900
although it remains still lower than the corresponding delay 901
in the case of imperfect sensing. In the case of imperfect 902
sensing, there is a delay caused by the false-alarm and mis- 903
detection of the PU’s channel. 904
Finally, we compare the average packet delay to the aver- 905
age end-to-end packet delay in Fig. 18. Explicitly, for a 906
given scenario, the average packet is always higher than the 907
average end-to-end delay. Furthermore, the average packet 908
delay increases faster than the end-to-end packet delay, when 909
Pe or/and Pon increases. This is because, the average packet 910
delay considers all the time spanning from the start of trans- 911
mitting the first packet until the successful reception of the 912
last packet. By contrast, the end-to-end delay only considers 913
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FIGURE 18. Comparison of average packet delay and end-to-end packet delay measured in terms of TS, when operating with realistic imperfect sensing.
a) Delay versus packet error probability for different values of Pon, when Pmd = 0.2 and Pfa = 0.2. b) Again, both the average packet delay and the
end-to-end packet delay are analysed, when Pmd = 0.3 and Pfa = 0.3.
TABLE 1. Performance results summary of the CSW-HARQ scheme in the case of realistic imperfect sensing, when Pmd = 0.3 and Pfa = 0.3. The results
shown are normalized in terms of TS.
the delay of each individual packet from the instant of its914
transmission to its correct reception, but it does not consider915
the time between two successful packets. For more clear916
insight, we present the performance results in table 1.917
VII. CONCLUSIONS918
In this paper, we have investigated the performance of the919
CSW-HARQ transmission scheme both in the perfect and920
imperfect sensing scenarios. Both the throughput and delay of921
the CSW-HARQ scheme have been investigated both by ana-922
lytical and simulation techniques. Furthermore, two analyt-923
ical approaches, namely the probability-based approach and924
the DTMC-based approach have been involved for deriving925
the closed-form formulas of the throughput and delay. Both926
analytical approaches have been validated by our simulation927
results. Based on our studies and performance results, we can928
conclude that the achievable throughput and delay perfor-929
mance of the CSW-HARQ are substantially affected by the930
activity of the PUs, by the reliability of the CU channels and931
by the reliability of sensing. When the PU channel becomes932
busier, the CSW-HARQ’s throughput becomes lower and the 933
average packet delay increases, even when the CU sensing 934
and transmission are reliable. When the sensing is reliable, 935
the CSW-HARQ system achieves a higher throughput and 936
a lower delay compared to the cases of imperfect sensing. 937
Given that in CR the opportunity for data transmission is 938
limited, it is vitally important to employ high-reliability 939
sensing approaches for improving the CU’s throughput and 940
delay, in addition to minimizing the interference imposed on 941
the PUs. 942
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